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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this project is to operate and control the unmanned railway gate in the proper
manner to avoid accidents in the unmanned railway crossings .in a country like ours where there
are many unmanned railway crossings ,accidents are increasing day by day . the train accidents
due to the absence of human power in the railway . in order to overcome the accidents due to the
abive problem this project is to be designed . automatic railway gate controller with high speed
alerting system is an innovative circuit which automatically controls the operation of railway
gate detecting the arrival and departure of train at the gate . it has detector at the far away
distance on the railway track which allows us to know the arrival and departure of the train.these
detectors are given to micro controller which activates the motor which open and close the
railway gate correspondingly.
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SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Keil is a cross compiler. So first we have to
understand the concept of compilers and
cross compilers. After then we shall learn
how to work with keil. Concept of compiler:

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

- Compilers are programs used to convert a
High Level Language to object code.
Desktop compilers produce an output object
code for the underlying microprocessor, but
not for other microprocessors. I.E the
programs written in one of the HLL like ‘C’
will compile the code to run on the system
for

a

particular

processor

x86

in

the

The working of this project is explained

(underlying

here:

computer). For example compilers for Dos
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dependent on the length of the train
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2. if the sensor 1 detects the arrival of the

code into object code. The compiler derives

train,microcontroller starts motor with the

its name from the way it works, looking at

help of motor driver in order to close the

the entire piece of source code and

gate

collecting and reorganizing the instruction.

3. the gate remains closed as the train passes

See there is a bit little difference between

the crossing.

compiler and an interpreter. Interpreter just

4. when the train crosses the gate and

interprets whole program at a time while

reaches sensor 2 it detects the train and the

compiler analyzes and execute each line of

microcontroller will open the gate.

source code in succession, without looking
at the entire program.
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The advantage of interpreters is that they

CONCLUSION

can

immediately.

The proposed work has many major

Secondly programs produced by compilers

advantages it will reduce the accidents

run much faster than the same programs

occuring at the railway level crossings ,itwil

executed

However

increase the accuracy and reduce errors

compilers require some time before an

occuring due to manual operations .it will

executable program

emerges. Now as

reduce the collision of train and will also

compilers translate source code into object

manage the route of a particular train yo

code, which is unique for each type of

avoid any delay in reaching its destination

computer, many compilers are available for

.train will always be on time at the station no

the same language.

delay will be caused which occurs in manual

RESULT

operation . security can be implemented by

execute

by

a

program

an

interpreter.

olacing tracker in the train in order to
monitor the location of the train in case of
any issue . solar panels can be used

to

generate power for the system there by
increasing the efficiency of the system . As
the system Is completely automated ,it
avoids manual errors and thus provides
ultimate safety to road users ,By this
mechanism , presence of a gate keeper is not
necessary and automatic operation of the
gate through the motor action is achieved .
microcontroller 8051 performs the complete
operation i/e., sensing ,gate closing and
opening operations is done by software
coding written for the controller .The
mechnism works on a simple principle and
there is not much complexity needed in the
circuit .Thus the automatic railway gate
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control using 8051 micro controller is work

automatically performs all these actions

efficiently and its reduces the human work

without man power.

and time . This is the easy to control the
railway gate operation and it reduces the
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